DEAN AND DIRECTOR OF LIBRARIES
M. Cassedy, Librarian

DEWEY LIBRARY
D. Boennard, Head

- DEWEY
  - Subject
  - Bibliographers & Reference
- ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
  - L. Van Derkomm

DEWEY CIRCULATION SUPERVISOR
C. Masella

- CIRCULATION SERVICES COORDINATOR
  - J. Goldstein
- EXTENDED HOURS COORDINATOR
  - S. Marosek
- COLLECTIONS MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
  - N. Davis
- SCIENCE CIRCULATION SUPERVISOR
  - L. Constable

REFERENCE DEPARTMENT
C. Dwyer, Head

- ACCESS SERVICES
  - K. Stanwick, Head

INTERLIBRARY LOAN COORDINATOR
T. Jackson

- CIRCULATION SERVICES COORDINATOR
  - J. Goldstein
- EXTENDED HOURS COORDINATOR
  - S. Marosek
- COLLECTIONS MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
  - N. Davis
- SCIENCE CIRCULATION SUPERVISOR
  - L. Constable

DIVISION OF PUBLIC SERVICES
M. J. Brusljan
Associate Director

- INFORMATION COMMONS
- INFORMATION LITERACY DEPARTMENT
  - T. Jacobson, Head
- INTERACTIVE MEDIA CENTER
  - R. Corboy, Head
- RESERVE PROCESSING
  - C. Barber
- CIRCULATION BILLING
  - L. Fenlon & M. Marrongelli
- SCIENCE CIRCULATION SUPERVISOR
  - L. Constable

DIVISION OF TECHNICAL SERVICES AND LIBRARY SYSTEMS
R. Mugridge
Associate Director

- INFORMATION COMMONS
- INFORMATION LITERACY DEPARTMENT
  - T. Jacobson, Head
- INTERACTIVE MEDIA CENTER
  - R. Corboy, Head
- RESERVE PROCESSING
  - C. Barber
- CIRCULATION BILLING
  - L. Fenlon & M. Marrongelli
- SCIENCE CIRCULATION SUPERVISOR
  - L. Constable

DIVISION OF COLLECTIONS
M. Van Ullen
Associate Director

- COLLECTIONS
  - Subject Bibliographers
- GIFTS
  - E. Mock
- PRESERVATION DEPARTMENT
  - K. Brown, Head
- SPECIAL COLLECTIONS & ARCHIVES
  - B. Keough, Head

FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION
P. Recore-Migirditch
Assistant Director

- LIBRARY ACCOUNTING
  - B. Doubleday
  - Budget Officer
- ULIB SHIPPING & RECEIVING
  - T. Latham
- SCIENCE SHIPPING & RECEIVING
  - K. Gemme

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
A. Gunning

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
J. Rambo